• Is the diffuse emission related to the gas?
• Is it sensibly related to cosmic rays? Maddalena et al. (1986) Digel et al. (1999) Production mechanisms for high Production mechanisms for high --energy energy γ γ --rays rays 
YES

Milky Way as a Galaxy Milky Way as a Galaxy
• So the best galaxies (short of starbursts, merging galaxies) for diffuse γ-ray emission are massive spirals, probably barred • Difficult or impossible to get unique answers for any of the above
But it is semi But it is semi --ok ok
• Some saving aspects -The distribution of CRs is much smoother than the dist, of the interstellar gas, especially the molecular gas -Cosmic-ray data, e.g., B/C ratio, place real constraints on the CR propagation parameters G.C.
* We are also improving the coverage in the 4 th Galactic quadrant using the NANTEN CO survey data provided recently by Prof. Fukui (Nayoga) . 1998) , the column density of dust can be inferred; -If the properties of the dust, and the gas-to-dust ratio, are invariant, then this is a tracer of column density -The dark gas is the residual component of inferred column density that does not Grenier et al. (2005) N.B. not centered on G. C.
Galactic center Galactic center
• CO fails as a tracer of molecular hydrogen in the Galactic center region Electrons Protons Barwick et al. (1998) 
